July 2016

Inner Space Center News
Hello Ocean Explorers!
Summer is a busy time at the Inner Space Center. We are currently supporting two
ships, the NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer and the E/V Nautilus. Both vessels are
exploring relatively unknown areas. The NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer is exploring
areas in and around the Marianas Trench Marine National Monument and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. So far, the onboard scientists
have discovered two species previously thought to be extinct, as well as multiple
active hydrothermal vent sites! The E/V Nautilus is exploring off the coast of
California and the Channel Islands, an area that has the potential for an
abundance of new geological discoveries. To catch up one what these amazing
ships have already accomplished this season, check out our news articles.
You can watch both vessels live on the ISC site.

Staff Spotlight Program Spotlight:
Meet Chris Knowlton, the Assistant
Director of the Inner Space Center. Chris
works on a variety of ocean science education
initiatives and assists with ISC science
operations. The projects he works on
include Discovery of Sound in the Sea
(www.dosits.org) and Marine Technology for
Teachers and Students (mattsproject.org). Chris
can be found delivering educational programs, in
person or through virtual interactions. He
also flies with the forecasters from the National
Hurricane Center during the annual Hurricane
Awareness Tour and helps educate students and
the public about hurricane science and

preparation (hurricanescience.org). Chris has a
Master's degree in geological oceanography and
has been conducting marine research and
education activities for the past 20 years. What
is Chris's favorite part of ocean exploration? All
the stuff that comes out of the seafloor: lava,
hot water, methane, and of course mud from
mud volcanoes!

Sign up for the next public tour!
Explore with us and sign up for an ISC
public tour!
Special, summer tour dates include:
Tuesday, July 5 @ 3PM
Wednesday, July 13 @ 11AM
Thursday, July 21 @ 2PM
Friday, July 29 @ 10AM
Tuesday, August 9 @ 1PM
Wednesday, August 17 @ 10AM
Thursday, August 25 @ 2PM
Fee: $5 per participant.
As part of our special summer tours, we are offering educators a chance to visit
the ISC for FREE. Only one free educator per booking. To receive this discount,
use the following promotion code when registering, EdDisc_
ToursSummer2016. Please contact tours@innerspacecenter.org with any
questions.
Note: tour registration will close 24 hours prior to the scheduled date.
Book here! (pre-registration is required)

Ship News
The E/V Nautilus will be exploring the
Channel Islands National Marine

Sanctuary from July 3 to July 21, 2016.
Less than 50% of the sanctuary area
has been mapped. The E/V
Nautilus will map the area using its
hull-mounted multibeam sonar system
and then continue exploration of the
area with ROV-dives focused on ocean
geology. The Ocean Exploration Trust's
Corps of Exploration is hoping to make
new observations about the structure
and nature of tectonic faults, ridges, and seamounts. This area could have a
variety of unexplored features including gas seeps, hardbottom habitats, and
marine terraces! For videos, pictures, and articles visit their website.
The NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer has been surveying waters of the
Marianas Trench Marine National Monument and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands. Currently, the Okeanos is exploring the Marianas for
active hydrothermal vent sites, deep-sea corals, and sponge habitats. One of the
most interesting discoveries has been an aphyonid fish. This was the first time that
this creature has ever been seen alive. (Pictured above). For daily updates and
content visit the Okeanos Explorer website.
The ISC will be broadcasting live footage from the NOAA Ship Okeanos
Explorer and the E/V Nautilus during their summer field seasons. You can watch
live broadcasts on the ISC website.

ISC Education Program Spotlight:
"Testing the Waters"
This month we are highlighting the ISC's
"Testing the Waters" program. This 45-minute
program explores how carbon dioxide affects
the world's oceans. Participants will explore
this topic through hands-on demonstrations,
and gain a greater understanding of the
science behind ocean acidification and its
potential impacts on marine animals and ecosystems.
All ISC Educational Programs align with the U.S. Next Generation Science
Standards, as well as the Ocean Literacy Principles and Fundamental Concepts. For
more information or to book an education program please visit our website.

New digital book from Discovery of
Sound in the Sea
The Discovery of Sound in the Sea (DOSITS)
project has just released a new digital book

- Discovery of Sound in the Sea Book I:
Importance of Sound in the Ocean. This
DOSITS book focuses on sound in the ocean,
both natural and human produced. This book
contains a selection of DOSITS content about
how marine animals produce, receive, and use
sound, along with a chapter on the potential
effects of human produced sounds on animals
in the ocean.
Sounds produced by marine animals, natural
processes, and human activities fill the global
ocean. Because water is an effective medium
for the transmission of sound, both marine
animals and people use sound as a tool for
finding objects, navigating, and
communicating under water. The DOSITS
content is based on well-understood scientific
principles, peer-reviewed literature, and high quality sources of scientific data.
Independent experts, who specialize in underwater acoustics, have reviewed all of
the books content.
This book is an excellent resource for anyone interested in sound in the ocean and
the book makes a great teaching tool. Learn more about the book
at www.dosits.org/book.

Save the date! SENEME Conference
Saturday, October 15th
SENEME Annual Fall Conference and Meeting
Marine Science Magnet School, Groton CT
Join us for a full menu of oceanography, marine, and environmental science
presentations and workshop sessions for formal and informal educators. Choose
from a variety of presentations by scientists, hands-on activities, and content
information sessions.
More information will be available soon. For more information please visit
the website.

Register for the 2016
Ocean Literacy Summit!
Registration is now open for the
New England Ocean Science Education Collaborative's 2016 Ocean Literacy
Summit, which will take place November 3 and 4th in Portland, Maine. This year's
Summit will focus on the latest research and education activities surrounding

Ocean Literacy principle #3: "The ocean is a major influence on weather and
climate."
2016 Summit events will include:
A climate change workshop led by the National Network for Ocean and
Climate Change Interpretation (NNOCCI)
A keynote address by Dr. Andy Pershing, Chief Scientific Officer at the Gulf
of Maine Research Institute (GMRI)
Talks by scientists and educators in a redesigned format that will enable
participants to hear all presentations
An interactive Science and Education Fair to highlight hands-on activities and
interpretive ideas on teaching ocean literacy
A panel on effective messaging, creative tools, tips, and marketing
Numerous networking opportunities.
To register for one or both days of the Summit, please go here.
Online registration will be open until October 20th, 2016.
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